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This invention?rclates to =a»handling imple 
ment-primarily adaptedfor lifting ?at sheet ma 
terial suchas sheet steel, glass and the like but 
which is also usefulin handling any object hav 
ing aflat, smooth surface. 
vAn object of the invention is to provide an 

object-‘handling implement operating on the 
well-known suction-cupprinciple which is quick 
ly and easily connected to the object and which 
is just as quickly and easily detached therefrom. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a suction-type handling implement for lifting 
and carryingiobjects whichaautomatically exerts 
a greater suction for heavier objects. 
A ‘further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a suction-cup lifting implementwhich isin 
expensive in its cost yet rugged in its construc 
tion and which will exert a .suctional force sub 
stantially proportional‘to the weight of the ob 
ject tobe. lifted. 
Fora better understanding of the present in 

vention, together with other and further objects 
thereof, reference is had to the following descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, and its scope will be pointed out in the 
appended claims. 
In accordancewith the invention there is pro 

vided a handling implement .primarily for ?at 
sheets of rigid material which comprisesa re 
silient diaphragm whose peripheral edge lies in ‘ 
a plane. A rigid cup is mounted over the dia 
phragm with the lip of the cup engaging thelpe 
ripheral edge portion ofthe diaphragm and with 
the central .portion of the'cup spaced away from 
the central portion of the diaphragm. ‘One .end 
of..a stem which extends through-a hole .in the 
cup is connectedto the central portion of the 
diaphragm and theother end of the stem is con— 
nected to a ?rst handle which is adapted to be 
gripped-by the ?ngers of an operator. A second 
handle is provided and means connect it to the 
cup. The ?rst handle is positioned between the 
cup and the second handle and is spaced away 
from the second handle whereby an operator with 
one hand around the two handles, upon squeez 
ing, can pull the ?rst handle toward the second 
handle thereby pulling the central portion of the 
diaphragm up into the cup. 

Fig. 1 of the single sheet of drawing shows a 
side'view of the invention in position on an ob 
ject to'be lifted. 

"Fig. 2 is a side view of the device ready to lift 
the object; and 

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along 
line 3——3 of Fig. 2. 
The handling implement of this invention is 

.primarilyadapted for lifting ?at sheets ofinetal 
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or glass such as the sheet identi?ed .by the ref 
erence character I'll-in the drawing; although it 
may of course be used forlifting-m'any other ob 
jects. 

.A resilient ‘diaphragm 7| I, preferably made of 
good grade rubbenisgprovided. vItqmaybe slight 
ly concave-in its unstressed condition and its ~pe 
ripheral edge lies in 'aplane so that=whenit~is 
placed ?rmly on the sheet I0 it contacts the 
sheet around its entire periphery. _A rigid {metal 
cup I2 is mounted over the rubberdiaphragm I I 
with the central portion of the diaphragm-with 
in the cup, .and the peripheral lip'of thecup 
engages the peripheral edge portionof the rub 
ber diaphragm. The cup I2 is sufficiently deep 
that the central portion of the slightly concave 
diaphragm l I is normally spaced away from the 
bottom thereof. 

One end of?a stem I3 is integral vwith or con 
nected to a plate Mm'olded into- the centraljpor 
tion of the rubber diaphragm II thereby secur 
ing the stem l3~to the diaphragm II. The stem 
I3 is connected to a ?rst handle 11 which is 
adapted to be gripped by the ?ngers .of. an op 
erator. 
A secondhandle I5 is providedand means such 

as the metal compression member [6 connect the 
handle [5 topthemetal cup [2. 'A ‘washer l8, 
preferably though not necessarily, is positioned 
between the bottom of the cup and the central 
portion it’ of the compression member I6. ‘ One 
end of a flat spring 20 is connected to the :un 
derneath side of the handle l5 within a hol 
lowed-out location I5’. ‘The other end 2! of? the 
spring 29:1'ests up'against'the handle l5:.and the 
central portion 22 is bowed away therefrom down 
toward thecuppersurface of the handle‘ H. _A 
slot 23 is provided in the‘ spring 20 and a-large 
headed stud 2t extends through the slot into the 
topof'the handle ll. Thissecures the-handle I‘! 
to ‘the handle it but permits limited relative 
movement between the two handles. 
‘When an operator wishes to lift an objecthe 

places the lifting device on it with the "rubber 
cup in engagement with the'object. The-oper 
ator then presses thepalm of his hand‘down-on 
the handle l5 with the diaphragm ll resting'on 
a sheet and compressional forces are transmitted 
through the compression member 16 and the 
washer [8 ‘to the metal cup l2 and thence/to the 
peripheral edge portion of the diaphragm toseal 
it against the sheet [0 which is to be lifted. The 
operator’s ?ngers curve underneath the handle 
H in a position such that he can pull the handle 
ll up into the hollow 20 in the interior of. the 
handle [5. This pulls the central portion of the 
rubber diaphragm II up into the interior of. the 
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metal cup 12 and establishes a partial vacuum 
between the diaphragm and the plate l0, and 
simultaneously ?attens the spring 20. The oper 
ator can then lift the plate ID as the lifting de 
vice is securely attached to it. So long as the 
operator maintains the handle I’! in its retracted 
position the plate 10 will be securely held, but 
upon the operator releasing his ?nger pressure 
on the handle I1 the partial vacuum together 
with the spring 20 returning to its natural posi 
tion will pull the handle I‘! back into its original 
position and the partial vacuum will be reduced 
permitting the handling implement to be easily 
disengaged from the plate. It will be seen, there 
fore, that only so long as the operator maintains 
his ?nger pressure the plate will be connected 
to the handling implement, and that the release 
of the plate is automatic upon the plate being 
set down and the operator releasing the handle 
I'l. Thus the device lends itself to very rapid 
lifting, carrying and releasing of sheet material. 
Such construction also automatically establishes 
a greater partial vacuum and therefore a more 
positive action for heavier sheet material than 
for lighter material. This is because practically 
all of the weight of the material I0 is transmitted 
through handle I‘! to the operator’s ?ngers and 
results in increased forces tending to hold the 
handle I’! up into the handle IE. This means 
that the operator need not squeeze the two han 
dles together while transporting the load and 
affords a comfortable carrying position for heavy 
loads. 
While there have been described what are at 

present considered to be the preferred embodi 
ments of this invention, it will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art that various changes and modi 
?cations may be made therein without departing 
from the invention, and it is, therefore, aimed in 
the appended claims to cover all such changes 
and modi?cations as fall within the true spirit 
and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A handling implement primarily for ?at 

sheets of rigid material comprising, a solid re 
silient diaphragm whose peripheral edge lies in 
a plane, a rigid cup mounted over said diaphragm 
with the lip of said cup engaging the peripheral 
edge portion of said diaphragm and with the 
central portion of the cup spaced away from the 
central portion of said diaphragm, a stem having 
one end connected to the central portion of the 
diaphragm extending up through a hole in the 
central portion of said cup, a ?rst handle con 
nected to and symmetrically above the other end 
of said stem and adapted to be gripped by the 
?ngers of an operator, a second handle symmetri 
cally above said stem and above and spaced from 
said ?rst handle, means connecting said second 
handle directly to said ?rst handle, and substan 
tially rigid force transfer means in engagement 
with said second handle and said rigid cup for 
transferring compressional forces from said sec 
ond handle to said rigid cup whereby an operator 
with one hand around the two handles upon 
squeezing the two handles together can pull the 
?rst handle toward the second handle thereby 
pulling the central portion of said diaphragm up 
into said cup while simultaneously pushing the 
handling implement down against a ?at sheet. 

2. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
1, further characterized by said means connect— 
ing said second handle to said cup being substan~ 
tially rigid to compressional forces exerted in a 
direction from said second handle toward said 
cup whereby an operator can press said dia 
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4 
phragm ?rmly against the object to be handled. 

3. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
1, further characterized by said second handle 
being hollow at its underneath side and by said 
?rst handle being adapted to ?t into the hollow 
within said second handle. 

4. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
1, further characterized by spring means located 
between said ?rst and said second handles bias 
ing said handles away from each other. 

5. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
4, further characterized by means connecting 
said spring means to each of said handles. 

6. A handling implement primarily for ?at 
sheets of rigid material comprising, a solid resil 
ient diaphragm whose peripheral edge lies in a 
plane, a rigid cup mounted over said diaphragm 
with the lip of said cup engaging the peripheral 
edge portion of said diaphragm and With the cen 
tral portion of the cup spaced away from the 
central portion of said diaphragm, a stem having 
one end connected to the central portion of the 
diaphragm extending up through a hole in the 
central portion of said cup, a ?rst handle con 
nected to and symmetrically above the other end 
of said stem and adapted to be gripped by the 
?ngers of an operator, a second handle, connec 
tion means connecting said second handle per 
manently to said cup with the handle perma 
nently located symmetrically above said stem, 
said connection means being substantially rigid to 
compressional forces exerted in a direction from 
said second handle toward said cup whereby an 
operator using said second handle can press said 
diaphragm ?rmly against the object to be han 
dled, said ?rst handle being positioned between 
said cup and said second handle and being spaced 
away from said second handle whereby an oper 
ator with one hand around the two handles upon 
squeezing the two handles together can pull the 
?rst handle toward the second handle thereby 
pulling the central portion of said diaphragm 
up into said cup while simultaneously pushing the 
handling implement down against a flat sheet. 

'7. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
6, further characterized by said second handle 
being hollow at its underneath side and by said 
?rst handle being positioned within said hollow 
but spaced from said second handle. 

8. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
7, further characterized by spring means mounted 
between said ?rst and said second handles bias» 
ing said handles away from each other. 

9. A handling implement as set forth in claim 
8, further characterized by means connecting said 
spring means to each of said handles. 
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